The U.S. Figure Skating Aspire program is the bridge between Learn to Skate USA® group classes and U.S. Figure Skating membership.

Aspire offers skaters an affordable, comprehensive package program in a safe and supportive group training environment. Skaters will learn proper skill development and training techniques while sampling different skating opportunities and fine-tuning their fundamental skating skills. Programming differs depending on location, but all are designed to introduce beginning skaters to a training program and welcome new figure skaters to the sport.

**Aspire membership will include:**

- Eligibility to participate in Aspire programming
- Eligibility to participate in Compete USA and Aspire competitive levels. Permitted competition levels with this membership are:
  - Preliminary and lower
  - Adult bronze and lower
- Eligibility to take the following introductory tests:
  - Pre-preliminary skating skills and singles
  - Adult Pre-bronze skating skills and singles
  - The twelve preliminary dances (partner lead, partner follow, solo lead and solo follow)

Skaters will register directly for their membership for $40 per skater.